
Delphis Diving Centers

           P R I C E L I S T

For your convenience this pricelist is in US dollars and is made in such a way that prices mentioned are not subject to
any additional charges except the mentioned boat trip. As soon as materials are handed over to you, it will be you
responsibility of returning them in the same condition. Any damage or loss of the materials will be charged according to
our discretion. Delphis neither Villa can he held responsible for misuse of materials or any damage resulting from that.
Prices are subject to change without prior notice.

30-Dec-07

With your With our Regulator
own Equipment  BCD and Computer

Your first steps in Diving . . .

Bubblemaker - 137
Discover Scuba Diving - 199 
Scuba Diver - 384 
Open Water Diver - 632
Referral course / Upgrade Scuba to OW - 316

Diving for certified divers

Orientation Dive / Single Dive 50 62
Scuba Tune Up 70 82
Dive Packages 5 dives 225 285

10 dives 400 520
15 dives 525 705
20 dives 640 880

There is so much more to learn . . .

Adventure Diver 280 -
Advanced Open Water Diver 440 -
Emergency First Response 220 -
Rescue Diver 540 -
Divemaster (Excl Material) 990 -

Additional equipment rental

Wetsuit 5
Torch 10
Underwater camera (analog) 30
Underwater camera (digital) 45

Boat trips

Charged independently by Paradise Island, per boat trip 15
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 Use of all necessary
Deeper into the matter  . . . equipment included

Underwater Photographer 200
 Taking your memory home? 2 Dives with the underwater camera and the guidance
       of one of our instructors will definitely improve your pictures.

Underwater Naturalist 200
 There is more to see than you saw so far! Our instructor will help you focus on the
        right things in two interesting dives in our diverse underwater ecosystem.

Underwater Navigation 280
 Get lost!? Proper navigation is something you can learn! 3 Navigation dives will
       teach you that it is not so difficult to find your way back underwater!

Night Diver 280
 A whole new world is opening at night! This 3 dives program prepares you for

making enjoyable night dives and helps you to put attention at the right places.

Drift Diver  200
 Tired of currents? Let us teach you that drift diving is actually fun and exiting,
        if . . . you have the proper knowledge. 2 Dives with some theory show you how.

Peak Performance Buoyancy 200
 Struggling with your buoyancy? In 2 Dives with some fun exercises and personalized

Coaching, together we will fine tune your buoyancy skills.

Enriched Air Diver  200
 Safe and longer dive times are possible! In this 2 dive course we will teach you that

diving with nitrox is simple, safe and has many advantages!

Deep Diver 280
 Interested in going a bit deeper! Learn to plan and conduct deep dives in this 3
        dive program. A solid course to make your deeper dives easy, enjoyable and safe.

Multi-Level Diver 200
 Why we move from deep to shallow? What happens in our body and how can we get
        the most out of it.? 2 Dives and an interesting theory presentation clear the mystery!

Equipment Specialist 200
 Protecting your gear? Proper maintenance, simple repairs and sufficient knowledge
       reduces discomfort and disappointment. An interesting course for who wants to know more.

Our specialties are conducted by an instructor specialized in that particular area, therefore
not every specialty will be available at every moment. Please ask to avoid any disappointment.

Boat trips

Charged independently by Paradise Island, per boat trip 15


